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1 Background 
Electric rickshaws have been becoming more popular in Bangladesh because of their low fuel 

cost, and less human effort compared to pulled rickshaws. They are also being widely 

accepted as an alternative to CNG auto rickshaws. They are 3 wheelers pulled by an electric 

motor ranging from 650-1400 watts driven by lead acid batteries. Battery-run rickshaws 

could be a low-emitter complementary transport for the low-income people, who suffer most 

from a lack of transport facility. These vehicles are generally charged at night in the garage. 

The commercial charging system used in these rickshaws are not efficient. They have very 

low power factor and introduce harmonics in the utility gird. These harmonics and power 

losses are very bad for a country like Bangladesh where many people suffer from power 

shortages. The harmonics overloads the distribution transformers and hampers the power 

supply in the neighbouring areas. Apart from that, the lack of control on the charging cycle of 

the commercial charger most often overcharge the batter causing excessive gassing which is 

very hazardous. Overcharging also destroy the battery life so the commercial battery bank 

lasted only for six to nine month on average in the electric rickshaws of Bangladesh whereas 

a conventional lead acid Battery should last for 2 to 3 years. 

 

There is no standard or regulation for the chargers of these vehicles. So the importers are 

bringing low quality equipments for saving money. The chargers have very low efficiency. 

Though individual consumption of these chargers may be low, considering the high 

concentration of these vehicles the loss becomes very high. So even a 5% increase in energy 

efficiency can make a large impact in the power sectors of Bangladesh. Lack of data related 

to these charger makes it difficult to formulate proper regulation for these system. 

 

An energy efficient charging system with power factor correction unit can provide a solution 

for this problem. Before designing the system a proper evaluation of the existing  situation is 

essential. The charging system will charge the battery according to the recommended 

guideline of Lead acid battery charging. So it should produce less harmful gas and enhance 

the battery life. 

  



 

 

2 Scope of work 
The scope of the works is as follows: 

• Research and Development of energy efficient charging system with power factor 

correction unit for rickshaws. 

• Reduce the power losses to have low order harmonics for the system and power 

system.  

• Compare the R&D charger performance with locally available charging system. 

• Analyze and compare battery life with R&D charger and locally available 

conventional charger. 

• Identify options for newly designed ‘intelligent model’ incorporating special features 

like rapid charging, auto disconnection when fully charged as well as with remote 

sensing feature etc. 

• Identify and analyse efficiency improvement of the design with potential reduction in 

electricity consumption.   

• Find out solution addressing garage owner’s behavioural issues during designing new 

model to avoid early power cut off by the owner manually.  

• Analyze user pattern of this sector to customise solution for power efficiency 

improvement of the charger 

The Terms of Reference (ToR) of the work is attached in Appendix I 

3 Battery operated Three wheelers in Bangladesh  
Battery operated wherever's are playing a significant role as a means of transport for short 

distances as well as an income generating source for unemployment people since the 

introduction of this in the country around 2007. This vehicles have low operating and initial 

costs. This results in quite reasonable fare for the riders, A part from this the easy bikes have 

received wide  acceptability because of its ability to cope with the rough rural roads and noise 

and smoke free operation. Though it is not officially permitted in the country, the number of 

vehicles has raised quite significantly over the past few years. It is expected that the number 

will continue to increase because of scarcity of natural gas. There are mainly three variation 

of the three wheelers available in the local markets. The most common one has the capacity 

of carrying maximum 8 persons (Fig. 1). This type of three wheelers are generally called 



 

 

Easy Bike.  These three wheelers have five 12 V battery connected in series. Four of them are 

placed beneath the seats of the passengers and one that of the driver. Mainly flooded lead 

acid batteries are used for these types of vehicles. They cost BDT 80000/ to 100000/ without 

the battery banks. Easy bikes are used as the common mode of transport in most of the cities 

outside Dhaka. Their range is more than 100km which makes them ideal for short distance 

public transport in the rural as well as urban areas of Bangladesh. 

 
Fig.1: Easy bikes 

The second type of three wheelers are considered as a substitute of the rickshaws (Fig 2). 

They are generally driven by sealed lead acid batteries. The seating capacity of these three 

wheelers are limited. They cost around 70000/ with the battery banks.   

 
Fig.2: Electric three wheelers 

 



 

 

 
Fig.3: Electric rickshaws 

The third type electric three wheeler is the modified rickshaws (Fig. 3). There are locally 

made. Normal rickshaws are fitted with battery, motor and control equipments. No 

modification is made in the structure of the vehicle. These rickshaws can be easily driven by 

the common rickshaw pullers and no manual labour is needed. So they are gradually 

replacing the normal rickshaws in Bangladesh. Because of the official restriction, they are not 

visible within the Dhaka city but they are abundant in the outskirt of Dhaka as well as in all 

other parts of the country,  

4 Problems in Battery driven three wheelers  
The popularity of the battery driven three wheelers has been discussed before. In this section 

some limitations of the vehicles will be discussed.   .       

4.1 Structural Stability  
The mechanical structure of the modified rickshaws are designed for manual operation. So 

their speed is limited to a certain level. But they are subjected to high speed when driven by a 

electric motor. The rickshaw pullers generally have minimum or no training at all. This 

creates a huge risk in operating these vehicles. The rickshaws have the probability of  

frequent accident.  

4.2 Exposed Propeller Shaft  
The propeller shaft located  underneath  the easy bike seats. There is  a gap between the 

driver's seat and the passenger seat exposing the shaft. The loose end of the scarf, shari or 

part of a cloth of the passengers can easily go through the gap and get entangled with the 

motor's prop shaft (Fig 4). Since easy bikes go faster, the thrust felt by the person in such 

cases is sudden and strong and it displaces the lower vertebras of the cervical region of the  



 

 

 

Fig. 4: Possibility of  injuries from scarf-strangulation in Easy bikes 

spinal cords. Injury to the spinal cord, the communication system between the brain and the 

body, could leave a person paralysed for life. According to the Doctors if the spinal cord is 

completely dissected, then there is no possibility of recovery. Sadly this incident is very 

common in the rural areas.   

4.3 Braking  

The brake pads  for the rear tires of the easy bikes are driven by a simple mechanical pulley 

as shown in Fig 5. The pulley pushes the pads and creates the fiction necessary for the 

stopping. According to the drivers, this system sometime does not  work properly especially 

when the vehicles are moving fast. The system may be incorporated to reduce the cost of the 

vehicle but it is certainly putting the lives of the passengers in risk.   

 

Fig.5: Brake pads with the pulley in an easy bike. 



 

 

4.4 Battery Electrolytes    
Deionised water is used as electrolyte in flooded Lead acid battery. The quality of the 

electrolyte plays an important role in battery life and performance. Many driver use normal 

water or pond water as electrolytes instead of DI water. The minerals and solid particles 

present in these water damage the battery plates and thus destroy the battery gradually.  

Improper disposal of the electrolytes for the damaged battery also pollutes environment. 

4.5 Inefficient charging System    
The quality of the charger used for the electric three wheelers vary widely. The charger is a 

single phase AC/DC converter. As they are connected randomly in the garage, the 

unbalanced load creates a huge problem in local distribution network. The losses in the 

distribution transformer increases and  the unit fails even at relatively low load.  Most of the 

charger use step down transformer to reduce the voltage level and then rectified for charging 

the battery. The AC to DC conversion injects harmonics in the distribution system. As there 

is no feedback in the system, the charger continues to charge the battery even after the full 

charge if not stopped manually. The overcharging results in gassing and pollutes the 

environment. The hydrogen and oxygen, created during overcharging, are also explosive in 

nature. the overcharging also increases the temperature of the plates and the electrolytes.  On 

sealed batteries, the build up of gases could cause the battery to burst.  

 

5 Initial Project Activity  
The Easy bikes needs more power for operation and its number is considerably higher than 

the other forms of electric vehicles in Bangladesh. So they were selected for this particular 

R&D work.  

5.1 Garage Selection  
After signing the contract, the R&D team had a discussion with the garage owners for 

selecting the garage for the project. A commercial garage in Kishoreganj is finally selected 

for the study. The garage is selected based on the willingness of the owner for participating in 

the project. The owner of this garage is an electrical engineer who understands the 

importance of the works and gladly agreed to become a part of the R&D work. He also has 

expertise in electronic system design. Though there are many garages in and around Dhaka 



 

 

city, it is difficult to get an owner with sufficient technical literacy. This proved to be a key 

advantage for the project piloting as small technical issues were resolved in the field by the 

owner in consultation with the R&D team. 

5.2 Site Survey  
The consultant visited the garage in Kishoreganj on 24-25 April, 2018. The visit was planned 

such a way so that the measurement can be done in the field. As the easy bikes are charged 

during the night, the consultant stayed overnight in Kishoreganj. The number of easy bikes in 

the district was found to quite high. It has become the main mode of public transportation in  

 
Fig. 6: Easy bikes parked in the garage 

the city. The consultant went to the garage during the evening. It was observed that the easy 

bikes generally start returning to the garage after 6pm. The garage selected has a tin Shed 

area designed to park the easy bikes in different bays. Easy bay can allow 2/3 bikes to be 

parked as shown in Fig 6.  

 
Fig.7: Easy bikes charger stored in the garage 



 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 8: (a) The easy bikes charger connected to the vehicle (b) the driver setting the selection 

switch. 

The garage has a 250 kVA step down transformer. There are multiple plug points in every 

bays. The charger of the vehicles are kept in a rack inside the garage with the names of the 

driver/owner written on them, as shown in Fig 7. Every night the drivers takes the charger 

from the rack and connect it to the charging point in the vehicle. There is a selection switch 

and a current meter in the front side of the charger. The driver set the selection point so that 

the indicator is in a green area in the middle of the display (Fig 8). Generally it represents 15 

Aamp charging current. Because of gassing, the driver opens all the vent caps of the battery. 

The charger remain connected to the  supply till the drive comes in the morning to take the 

vehicle from the garage.   



 

 

5.3 Field Measurement  
The R&D team used Fluke 437 Series II 400Hz Power Quality and Energy Analyzer, as 

shown in Fig 9 for the power and harmonic measurement in the garage. The Fluke 437 is one 

of most advanced analyzer for characterizing power quality, conducting load studies and 

capturing hard-to-find voltage events over a user-defined period of time.   

 
Fig. 9: Fluke 437 Series II 400 Hz Power Quality and Energy Analyzer 

The analyzer was used to measure the voltage, current, power and harmonics of each phases 

in the garage during charging as shown in Fig 10. There are 5 voltages and 4 current probes 

in the analyzer and these were needed to be properly connected to the power line.  

        
(a)                                                                 (b) 

Fig. 10: Fluke 437 Measurement setting (a) Connecting probes in the Power line (b) taking 

measurements. 



 

 

The measurements of the power analyzer are shown in Fig 11 to Fig 19. The data show that 

the supply voltage are sinusoidal but the current are non sinusoidal because of the non linear 

loads of the charger. The total harmonic distortion for voltage is quite low, about 1.5% but 

the same for current is very high, 366.4%.  The lowest power factor measured was 0.26. 

 
Fig. 11: Phase sequence of the voltage and currents. 

 

 
Fig. 12:Values of voltage and currents. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 13: Voltage wave shape for three phases. 

 

 

 
Fig. 14: Current wave shape for three phases. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 15: Voltage and current in phase A. 

 

 

 
Fig. 16: Voltage and current in phase B. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 17: Voltage and current in phase C. 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 18: Voltage harmonics in three phases. 

 



 

 

 

 
Fig. 19: Current harmonics in three phases. 

5.4 Local Market Survey  
The R&D team also visited the local suppliers of easy bikes in Kishoreganj. They informed 

that though there are local manufacturer of the easy bike battery, the owner of the vehicles 

prefer the Chinese battery more than the local. The battery suppliers give six months 

warranty for the battery. The battery last for six to nine months and even a year sometime 

depending on use. Because of the large number of vehicles  there is a huge demand for 

battery in the market.  The batteries are of 180AH in capacity according to the name plate 

data and each easy bike has five of them. Fig. 20 shows the battery in a local shop in 

Kishoreganj. The bike cost is around 90000/ taka without the battery and it comes with a 

battery charger. There are two types of charger available in the market, one with copper 

transformer and another with aluminium transformer. The copper one costs more. During 

summer, the charger becomes very hot during charging and sometimes get destroyed. So sell 

of charger is high in summer. The charger cost 3000-5000 in the local market depending 

upon quality as specified by the suppliers. The local vendors have very little idea about the 

charger. A copper charger is procured for testing in the lab. The team also visited the whole 

sell easy bike market in Fatullah, Dhaka. The suppler informed that there is no warranty of 

the Chinese battery but the local supplier sometime offer warranty for marketing. The team 

also bought five batteries for testing in the lab. 



 

 

 
Fig. 20: Batteries in a local shop. 

5.5 Field Survey  
A survey form is designed for collecting information from the field. The form is in bangla 

considering the literacy level of the drivers/owner of the easy bikes. The form is presented on 

Appendix II.  The survey was conducted in several district outside Dhaka. The collected data 

is presented in Appendix III. The analysis of the data is presented in this section. 

5.5.1 Sample Size and type   
The number of sample in the survey was 78. Most of the vehicles surveyed belong to the first 

owner, i.e. they are procured as new vehicles. About one third of the samples were second 

hand vehicles as shown in Fig 21. 

 
Fig. 21: Sample vehicles type . 
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5.5.2 Battery life    
Among many thing, the life of a flooded Lead Acid battery depends on the depth of discharge 

(DoD) of the discharge of the battery. DoD simply refers to the degree to which a battery is 

discharged in relation to its total capacity. As the easy bike batteries are generally has a very 

high DoD value the cycle life is considerable lower. As some of the vehicles in the sample 

were new, the data was available for part of the samples. The survey shows that majority 

battery banks have a life of 9 to 12 months as shown in Fig. 22.  

 
Fig. 22: Battery life . 

5.5.3 Battery Replacement Cost    
On average the cost of five batteries was around BDT 54000/-. There is a value of the old or 

damaged battery and generally the value of  such battery bank ranges from BDT 20000-

25000/ and they can be sold directly to the Battery seller. So the actual replacement cost is 

lower than the value of the Battery bank.  

 

5.5.4 Battery warranty    
Most of the local battery manufacturer do not offer any warranty for their battery if used for 

easy bikes. This may be due to the inefficient charger and high DoD of the system. According 

to the dealers outside Dhaka, some Chinese manufacturer offer warranty and because of that 

the easy bike battery market by them are very popular. The survey results shows that majority 

of the vehicles have battery warranty in the range of 4 to 8 months as shown in Fig 23. About 

18% of the sample does not have warranty for their battery bank. Though the dealers are offer 

9%

86%

5%

Life > 12 month

9 ≤  Life  ≤ 12

Life < 9 months



 

 

warranty but the users also expressed that it is very difficult to get replacement in warranty 

period. The dealers try to repair the used battery instead of replacing it. 

 
Fig. 23: Battery warranty in months. 

5.5.5 Battery Charger    
The battery charger are generally procured with the vehicles. The chargers sometime get 

damaged due to overheating caused by overcharging. The survey data also shows that 39% of 

the vehicles need to procure the chargers separately from the market as shown in Fig 24. 

Depending on the quality of the system, the cost of a battery charger varies from BDT 2500 

to 5000.  

 
Fig. 24: Battery charger procurement. 
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5.5.6 Battery Charging    
Most of the vehicles are charged in the garage as shown in Fig 25. This may be because of 

the convenience of the whole system. The garage does not only provide the charging 

connection but also ensure the security of the vehicles. Most of the home in the rural area do 

not have a sufficient space to store the vehicles securely. Additionally the guard/caretaker of 

the garages also can attend the vehicle in case of some emergency. The excessive gassing of 

the battery during overcharging also make it inconvenient for charging at home.   

  

 
Fig. 25: Battery charging. 

 

The charging cost of the vehicles vary from garage to garage. Most of the user need to pay 

BDT 125/ to 150/. But the charging rate can be higher than 175Tk as shown in Fig 26. The 

cost is not only for charging the vehicles but also for ensuring security. There is a 

competition among the garages for storing the easy bikes. This makes the rate down in places 

where there are multiple garages. This is good for the user but in pressure of keeping the 

price down the garage owner may force to illegal connection for  saving electricity bill. 
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Fig. 26: Battery charging rate 

 
Fig. 27: Range of the Easy bikes. 

5.5.7 Range    
The easy bike has a range of more than 100km in single charging as shown in Fig 27. As 

there is no low voltage disconnect option in the bike controller, the controller can drain the 

battery completely. Discharging a lead acid battery to a large level will severely damage it. 

Lead sulfate then coats most of the battery plates. Lead sulfate is a soft material, which can is 

reconverted back into lead and sulfuric acid, provided the discharged battery is immediately 

connected to a battery charger. 
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5.5.8 Battery Water (Electrolyte)     
The electrolyte is a chemical medium that allows the flow of electrical charge between the 

cathode and anode of a battery. Flooded lead acid uses DI water as electrolyte and needs 

regular watering because of loss of water due to overcharging. The survey data (Appendix 

III) show that the easy bike battery needs 5 litter of water in every 7 to 15 days. Most of the 

user use commercially available electrolyte but some do use normal water even the pond 

water. This is harmful for battery and affect the battery life. Even the quality of the 

commercially available should be regulated for ensuring the performance of the battery bank.     

6 Charging System Design  
The charger converts Ac supply voltage to DC and charge the battery. The characterise of a 

charger depends on the type of battery used. Easy bikes use flooded lead acid battery so the 

charger design is based on the requirements of this type of Battery. 

6.1 Lead Acid Battery Charging     
The lead acid battery uses the constant current constant voltage (CC/CV) charge method for 

charging. A regulated current raises the terminal voltage until the upper charge voltage limit 

is reached, at which point the current drops due to saturation. The charge time is 12–16 hours 

and up to 36–48 hours for large stationary batteries. With higher charge currents and multi-

stage charge methods, the charge time can be reduced to 8–10 hours; however, without full 

topping charge. Lead acid is sluggish and cannot be charged as quickly as other battery 

systems.  

Lead acid batteries should be charged in three stages, which are  

• constant-current charge,  

• topping charge and  

• float charge.  

 

The constant-current charge applies the bulk of the charge and takes up roughly half of the 

required charge time; the topping charge continues at a lower charge current and provides 

saturation, and the float charge compensates for the loss caused by self-discharge. 



 

 

 
Fig. 28: Charge stages of a lead acid battery 

During the constant-current charge, the battery charges to about 70 percent in 5–8 hours; the 

remaining 30 percent is filled with the slower topping charge that lasts another 7–10 hours. 

The topping charge is essential for the well-being of the battery and can be compared to a 

little rest after a good meal. If continually deprived, the battery will eventually lose the ability 

to accept a full charge and the performance will decrease due to sulfation. The float charge in 

the third stage maintains the battery at full charge. Fig 28 illustrates these three stages. 

6.2 Conventional Easy Bike Charger     
A description of the conventional easy bike charger is included in section 5.2. The charger is 

mainly a step down transformer with multiple trapping for voltage adjustment, The tapings 

are made on the high voltage side to reduce cost. A rectifier in the low voltage side converts 

the voltage to pulsating DC to charge the battery. There is no capacitor in the system so the 

battery current is also pulsating for these charger. The selection switch on the front side 

allows the user to select a charging current by adjusting the turns ratio (Fig. 29). The system 

is thus a constant voltage charger. For a particular selection the turns ration becomes constant 

so the change in supply voltage or the battery voltage changes the charging voltage and 

current.  The system does not have high voltage disconnect, so the battery continues to take 

power even after complete charging as long as the charger is connected to the power supply. 



 

 

So the operation of the charger is susceptible to excessive gassing and power losses. The 

rectifier also injects harmonics and reduces the power factor of the device. 

 

Fig. 29: A conventional Easy Bike charger. 
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 Fig. 30: Block diagram of the conceptual design with (a) controlled rectifier (b) DC-DC 

chopper (c) auto transformer . 



 

 

6.3 System Design     
Initially three basic designs have been proposed. In the first design a controlled rectifier was 

used to create a DC charging voltage. The voltage will be adjusted automatically according to 

the requirement specified in lead acid battery charging. In the second design, the AC voltage 

was converted to high voltage DC and a DC-DC chopper will be used to control the charging 

of the batteries. In the third approach, a auto transformer with controlled switching will be 

used to regulate the charging. The block diagram of the three systems are shown in Fig 30.  

The 1st two systems will be lighter in size and portable but the third one will be heavy like the 

current system. Simulation are being done in the lab to check the workability of the three 

systems. After successful result,  PCBs were designed and the systems was tested in the lab.  

 

6.4 Simulation and Lab test         
The R&D team first worked with the 1st two concept as they are lighter in size. The 

simulation showed very good results so the team prepared the PCB and implemented the 

concept in hardware. Due to problem in switching circuits, the fist design did not worked. 

After a lot of trails and errors the team finally was able to make a charger. The design was 

first tested with resistors. Then Battery Bank was connected to the system. Though the 

charger worked with the Battery bank but the current was quite small and it was taking a long 

time to fully charge the batter. So the team decided to work with the third concept.  

The transformer of a conventional charge was used to regulate the voltage. The current and 

voltage, sensors were connected to the input and output side of the charger. Switches were 

connected different taps. A microcontroller based system was designed to run the system in a 

particular tap depending on the current level. If the charging current goes down, the system is 

switched to higher tap to increase the voltage and thus increase the output current, Similarly 

in the event of raise in current level forces the system to select lower tap to reduce the voltage 

and thus current. In doing so, the output current is kept constant. So the battery is charged in 

constant current mode recommended by the literature. When the Battery is fully charge, the 

Battery voltage become constant (around 80V for this case). Then the system is switched off. 

After 10min the system is switched on again and the battery is charged to 80V before 

switching off. The cycle is repeated until the Battery is disconnected from the charger. For 

this particular set, it was found that the battery voltage goes upto 80V and then gassing starts. 

So the higher cut is set to 80V. As the batteries are 150AH each. The charging current is set 



 

 

to be 15A. The concept worked very well in the lab and  selected for field test. The modified 

system with the data logger circuit is shown in Fig 31, whereas Fig 32 shows the system in 

operation in the lab.  

 
Fig. 31: A conventional Easy Bike charger. 

 
Fig. 32: Conventional and modified systems are operation. 

6.5 Data logger     
The data logger was modified to record the data of the conventional and modified systems. 

Two sensing circuits were connected to the chargers. The current and voltage of the chargers 

were sent to the data logger via Ethernet connection. The main data logger circuit then sends 

the data to the web data server by using module data network . A backup of the data is also 

kept in a micro SD card located in the device. Data are recorded for every 1 min.  



 

 

An interface was designed in the web server to view and download the data. The interface is 

shown in Fig 33.  The system is password protected to keep the data safe.  

 
Fig. 33: Interface of the web server. 

After successful login, all the live devices of the system are shown in the dashboard as shown 

in Fig 34. The live data for different parameter can be visible to the live option (Fig 35). The 

live data is also updated once in every minutes.  

 
Fig. 34: Interface of the web server. 

 
Fig. 35: Live data in the web server. 

The data can be downloaded from the web server by selecting the download option. The 

device name and date have to selected for downloading the data. The data is displayed in 

tabular form in the web server portal as shown in Fig 36. The data can also be downloaded to 

the computer in "CSV" format.  



 

 

 
Fig. 36: Data in the download option in the web server. 

7 Pilot Study  
The developed system were tested in the laboratory for several weeks before piloting. The 

problems in the system were corrected. When the system ran successfully in the laboratory 

for several days, planning was made for piloting in Kishoreganaj. 

7.1 System Installation     
The team went to Kishoreganaj to install the system in the field on 21st October. The new 

battery set was procured and installed in a new easy bike procured by the garage owner. Fig 

37 shows the installed batteries. A bay in the garage was selected for installing the system.   

 
Fig. 37: New Batteries are installed in a new Easybike. 



 

 

The team tried to make sure that the modified and the conventional charger with the data 

logger can be placed in fixed placed so that there are less chances of connection problems. 

The garage owner gladly accepted the proposal and followed the instruction of the team to 

install the system. Some minor modifications were needed in the system before making the 

final connections. Fig 38 shows that the team doing so.   

 
                               (a)                                                      (b) 

Fig. 38: The team doing final modification before the installation (a) Connecting the 

terminals (b) adjusting the transformer tapping. 

Two chargers were placed in a rack and the rack was placed at the back side of the parking 

bay as shown in Fig 39. The charger were placed in such a way that the user can easily 

connect the charging cable to the vehicles without moving the chargers. 

 
Fig. 39: The rack with the chargers. 



 

 

 
Fig. 40: The rack with the chargers. 

The chargers were placed adjacent to each other and  Ethernet cables were connected data 

logger. Fig 40-42 shows charger and the connections. The necessary power connections of 

the devices were made.  

 
Fig. 41: The backside of the charger with the Ethernet cables . 

 
Fig. 42: The data logger with necessary connections. 



 

 

7.2 Data Collection and Analysis     
Two vehicles with similar battery condition were selected for the study. One of them was 

charged by the modified charger and other with the conventional charger. The charging data 

were recorded by the data logger. The performance of the vehicle charged with the modified 

charger was also recorded in a log book. The vehicle with the conventional charger was not 

recorded as the performance of the conventional charger is well established.   A log book was 

maintained in the garage to keep the vehicle data. The recorded data is shown in Table 1. The 

data show that the vehicle runs more than 100km in a day. Generally it goes out at 9 in the 

morning and return by 8 in the evening.  

Table 1: Daily activity of the vehicle charged with modified charger  

Date 
Time Distance 

Travelled  
(km) 

Specific Gravity 

Start Return After 
Charging  

After  
Discharging 

22.10.18 9.20 am 6.20 pm 102 1275 1110 

23.10.18 9.00 am 9.00 pm 107 1275 1110 

24.10.18 9.40 am 9.05 pm 111 1275 1100 

25.10.18 9.32 am 8.56 pm 110 1275 1120 

26.10.18 9.30 am 9.14 pm 115 1275 1100 

27.10.18 10.00 am 8.00 pm 86 1275 1160 

28.10.18 9.10 am 8.58pm 116 1275 1125 
 

Specific gravity of a Lead acid battery is an indication of the state of charge of the system. 

Table 2 shows the specific gravity chart. The field data shows that the battery is fully charged 

by the modified charger and the vehicle discharge the battery to a large extend each day. 

Table 2: Typical Specific gravity and Sate of charge of a Lead acid Battery 

State of Charge (%) Specific Gravity 

100 1250-1275 

75 1215-1240 

50 1180-1200 

25 1150-1165 

5 1100-1120 



 

 

The electrical parameter of the modified and conventional charge controller are recorded by 

the data logger. The downloaded data for seven days staring from 22nd October to 28th 

October are analyzed. Figure 43 to 46 show the charging pattern of the two chargers for Day 

1, 3, 5 and 7 respectively. The modified charger is designed to follow the lead acid battery 

charging cycle. It charges the battery with a constant current of around 15 amp. When the 

voltage becomes 80V, it stops charging and waits for 10min. Then it switch on again to top 

up the losses and switch off when the voltage reached 80V. It continues to provide tickle 

charge for every 10min as long as the charger is connected to the battery. As the process is 

not continuous, the amount of gassing reduces considerably. The loss in the system is also 

small. The conventional charger charges the battery in constant voltage mode so its current 

goes down as the battery voltage increase. The charger continues to inject currents to the 

battery even when the battery voltage saturates. So it causes excessive gassing and increase in 

battery temperature.    
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Fig. 43: Charging voltage and current for Day 1 (a) Modified Charger (b) Conventional 

Charger.  
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Fig. 44: Charging voltage and current of the charger for Day 3 (a) Modified (b) Conventional 
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Fig. 45: Charging voltage and current of the charger for Day 5 (a) Modified (b) Conventional 
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Fig. 46: Charging voltage and current for Day 7 (a) Modified Charger (b) Conventional 

Charger. 

Table 3 shows a comparative results of two charger for 7 days. The modified charger needs 7 

to 9 hr to charge the battery. The conventional charger continues to charge the battery as long 

as the system with the battery is connected to the power supply. The energy consumed by the 

system with the modified charger is lower than the system charged with  the conventional  

Table 3: Comparison results of the two charger. Con and Mod stand for Conventional and 

Modified charger, respectively.   

 Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 Day 6 Day 7 
Charging 

Time 

(hr:min) 

Con 14:20 12:53 12:24 11.11 11.04 12:34 12:32 

Mod 8.30 8:01 8:31 8:28 9:21 6.48 7.33 

Energy 

Consumed 

(unit) 

Con 14.59 13.88 13.75 13.67 13.51 13.81 13.80 

Mod 11.18 10.02 11..25 11.15 11.35 9.28 9.45 



 

 

charger. The result shown here is taken from the data logger. The sensitivity of the sensor are 

not very high so the actual value may differ slightly from the recoded result. The team has 

decided to run the system in the field for several more weeks to check the performance.  

8 Policy Suggestions  
The easy bike is becoming a major load for Bangladesh Power system. There sheer number 

makes it charging an important factor for the country. Though the easy bike is yet to receive 

the legal status, the growth in popularity of the vehicle is putting pressure on the authority to 

rethink the decision. Gradually the vehicle is becoming the major transport for the rural areas 

of Bangladesh. So the Government should adopt proper policy to incorporate this new 

transport. 

8.1 Mechanical System     
The easy bike has some mechanical problems as specified in section 4. The government 

should set up standard for regulating the drawbacks in the system design to ensure safety and 

security of the users. 

8.2   Charger connection     
The easy bike chargers are all single phase AC/DC converters. They are connected randomly 

in the distribution system in the rural areas causing phase imbalance as discussed in section 4. 

The charger can be converter to 3 phase AC/DC converter. This will reduce the chances of 

phase imbalance and thus reduce system loss. The Bangladesh Energy Regulatory 

Commission has set up special tariff for the easy bike charging which is a bit higher than the 

residential energy charge. This cause the owner to charge their vehicle using residential point. 

A three phase charger will definitely will not allow them to charge at home as the connection 

is single phase there.    

8.3   Charger design     
The charger should be designed to incorporate the  lead acid battery charging method. A 

typical charger has been presented in the report. Proper policy guideline should ensure 

accurate charging of the battery and prevent gassing.   



 

 

8.4   Awareness  campaign     
Awareness campaign can lead proper maintenance of the vehicle and the battery.  The survey 

data show that some owner use pond water as electrolyte in the battery. This is very harmful 

for the battery. The user should also know about the risk associated with the easy bike. 

9 Conclusion  
The easy bike is becoming a major load for Bangladesh Power system. There sheer number 

makes it charging an important factor for the country. They are cheap and convenient way of 

public transport for most of the places. So efficiency improvement of the charger should have 

a huge impact on the power system. The project showed that minor modification in the 

charging system can make the system efficient and  safe for the user. The system can be 

further modified to make it more efficient and cost effective.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix 1 – ToR of the project 
 

  



 

 

Terms of Reference: R&D and piloting of Efficient Charging System for Electric Three 

Wheeler (Rickshaw) 

 

Project No.: 12.2097.9-001.00 

Project Title: Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency Programme (REEEP) 

Country: Bangladesh 

Time frame:  March–September, 2018 

Contract No.  

 

Introduction: 

 

The Programme Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency Programme (REEEP) 
erstwhile Sustainable Energy for Development (SED) of Deutsche Gesellschaftfür 
Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmbH is a joint undertaking between the 
Ministry of Power, Energy and Mineral Resources (MPEMR), Government of 
Bangladesh (GoB) and the German Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (BMZ). Sustainable and Renewable Energy Development Authority 
(SREDA) is REEEP’s Government Counterpart.  
 
“Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency” has been selected as one of the priority 
areas of Bangladesh-German development cooperation, implementing by GIZ. GIZ 
has also been instrumental in conceptualizing the national nodal agency for 
promotion of renewable energy and energy efficiency in Bangladesh, leading to the 
formation of SREDA in 2014. Through REEEP, GIZ has been constantly mentoring 
SREDA through policy advisory, human resource development and strategic 
orientation. As one of the implementation partners of SREDA, GIZ REEEP has also 
been promoting technological innovation and customization, developing the business 
case and building capacity of stakeholders towards market based uptake in the 
priority renewable energy and energy efficiency fields of Bangladesh Government. In 
addition, REEEP also supports SREDA in its capacity development, including 
development of draft policy/ regulation or act relevant to the renewable energy and 
energy efficiency, as well as policy advocacy for proliferation of Renewable Energy 
and Energy Efficiency technologies throughout Bangladesh. 
 
Problem Statement: 
 
Electric rickshaws have been becoming more popular in Bangladesh because of 
their convenience to use, environment friendliness, job creation, low fuelcost and 
less human effort compared to pulled rickshaws. They are also being widely 
acceptedas an alternative to CNG auto rickshaws and are becoming popular for 
carrying more passengers compared to ordinary three wheelers (rickshaws).These 3 
wheelers are pulled by an electricmotor ranging from 650-1400 watts driven by lead 
acid batteries. Battery-run rickshawscould be a low-emitter complementary transport 
for the low-income people, who suffer mostfrom a lack of transport facility. These 
vehicles are generally charged at night in the garage.The commercial charging 



 

 

system used in these rickshaws is not efficient. They have verylow power factor and 
introduce harmonics in the utilitygrid. These harmonics and powerlosses are 
troublesome for a country like Bangladesh where many people suffer from 
powershortages. The harmonics overloads the distribution transformers and 
hampers the powersupply in the neighbouring areas. Apart from that, the lack of 
control on the charging cycle ofthe commercial charger most often overcharge the 
battery causing excessive gassing which isbad for human health. 
 
It is also seen, some garage owner’s turn off the battery charging after an hour. Then 
early morning they manually control ampere to charge battery quickly. The garage 
owner believes using this method they can save electricity bill. However, a rapid 
charging option using extra technical feature is available and in practice in the 
country.    
 
Overcharging and undercharging also shorten the battery life.So the commercial 
batterybank lasted only for six to nine months on average in the electric three 
wheelers/rickshaws of Bangladeshwhereas a conventional lead acid Battery should 
last at least for 2 to 3 years. 
 
Therefore, this R & D intervention focuses on improving the efficiency of battery 
charging system which are used ingarages for charging three wheeler rickshaw 
batteries. It is expected the newly developed design will reduce electricity 
consumption of the rickshaw garage as a whole and increase life time of rickshaw 
battery.  
Scope of services: 

• Research and Development of energy efficient charging system with power factor 

correction unit forrickshaws. 

• Reduce the power losses to have low orderharmonics for the system and power 

system.  

• Compare the R&D charger performance with locally available charging system. 

• Analyze and compare battery life with R&D charger and locally available 

conventional charger. 

• Identify options for newly designed ‘intelligent model’ incorporating special features 

like rapid charging, auto disconnection when fully charged as well as with remote 

sensing feature etc. 

• Identify and analyse efficiency improvement of the design with potential reduction in 

electricity consumption.   

• Find out solution addressing garage owner’s behavioural issues during designing new 

model to avoid early power cut off by the owner manually.  



 

 

• Analyze user pattern of this sector to customise solution for power efficiency 

improvement of the charger 

 

Methodology 

•  

• Select a garage to implement pilot project 

• Conduct survey on the selected garage to evaluate the performance of the existing 

system before piloting.  

• Research and Develop proposed efficient, battery long life friendly and environment 

friendly battery charging system. 

• Implement the pilot project at the selected garage and analyse the performance of the 

new model charger. 

• For continuous and remote monitoring, develop and install a data acquisition system. 

• Record and analyse the user pattern of rickshaw and garage(charger). 

• Monthly field visit to check the system performance. 

 

Deliverables: 

 

In close consultation and coordination with GIZ REEEP, the following key deliverables are 

expected from the Expert: 

• Initial conceptual design  with system components, drawing in block diagram 

• R&D report (design, performance, comparison with existing system etc.) after the 

completion of lab design, testing and research. 

• Monitoring report with user pattern, and technical analysis before and after piloting. 

• Final report of the overall project implementation with recommendation. 

• Drafting a guideline for Battery Charger for three wheelers /rickshaws incorporating 

standards for its construction, performance and usage factors etc. for SREDA. 

 

Duration of the Assignment: 

 

Seven months (R&D: 2 months, 



 

 

Pilot projectImplementation and monitoring: 5 months) 

 

Submission of Proposal 

 

The Expert has to submit the Technical Proposal and Financial Proposal by 8, March, 2018 

 

The proposal should contain a detailed activityBar chart/Gantt chart for this 7 months time 

duration of this assignment of R & D, Pilot Project Implementation and monitoringetc. as 

well. 

Contents of Technical and Financial Proposal 

 

The contents of the Technical Proposal must include but not be limited to the following: 

Cover letter 

Proposed Methodology and deliverables  

CV of Expert highlighting relevant qualifications and experience to demonstrate his/her 

suitability for the assignment 

Activity time line in Gantt Chart  

 

The Financial Proposal should include: 

 

Total expert Man-days involvement  

Cost summary and breakdown  

TIN certificate of the Expert 

Account details 

 

Cost related to Site visit (i.e. transport, Perdiemetc.) will be reimbursed whenever applicable 

for fulfillment of the study and is not arranged by GIZ.   

 

 

Contractual Reporting Arrangement 

 

The Expert shall report to the Component Manager, Energy Efficiency, REEEP, GIZ 
 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix II – Survey form 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 
  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix III – Field Survey Data 
 

 

 

 

  



 

 

Field Survey Data 

Si 

No 
Address Body No Manufacture Name 

Year of 

Purchase 

New 

(Y/N) 

1 Binnoti, Kishoreganj LYL4Y8E1E9019568 Borac Super 2017 Y 

2 Binnoti, Kishoreganj N/A Borac Super 2017 N 

3 Binnoti, Kishoreganj LYL4Y8E1E9076368 Borac Super 2018 Y 

4 Bishwaroad, Kishoreganj 86E3Y9032963 Dowedo 2016 Y 

5 Boro Pool, Kishoreganj N/A Xing Bang 2017 Y 

6 Boro Pool, Kishoreganj N/A Borac Super 2015 Y 

7 Boro Pool, Kishoreganj LYL4Y8E1E9034875 Xing Bang 2016 N 

8 Boro Pool, Kishoreganj LYL4Y8ZE1E9015628 Xing Bang 2017 Y 

9 Boro Pool, Kishoreganj 86E3Y4L9039402 Xing Bang 2015 N 

10 Boro Pool, Kishoreganj LYL4Y8E1E9065239 
Xing Bang (Borac 

Super) 
2016 Y 

11 Boro Pool, Kishoreganj N/A Borac Super 2016 N 

12 Boro Pool, Kishoreganj N/A Borac Super 2017 N 

13 Boro Pool, Kishoreganj LYL4Y8E1E9051498 Xing Bang 2018 Y 

14 Gatayl, Kishoreganj N/A Xing Bang 2016 N 

15 Gatayl, Kishoreganj YDUBK047111 Dowedo 2018 Y 

16 Gatayl, Kishoreganj MBTEB3014BZ128279 Borac Super 2017 N 

17 Gatayl, Kishoreganj LYL4Y8ZE1E9019022 
Xing Bang (Borac 

Super) 
2016 Y 

18 Gatayl, Kishoreganj N/A Xing Bang 2015 N 

19 Gatayl, Kishoreganj LYL4YZE1E9056327 Borac Super 2017 Y 

20 Gatayl, Kishoreganj D20160559 Yuanbi 2017 N 

21 Gatayl, Kishoreganj YL4Y8ZE1E9003092 Borac Super 2017 N 

22 Gatayl, Kishoreganj LYL4Y8ZE1E9006925 Xing Bang 2016 Y 

23 Gatayl, Kishoreganj LYL4Y8ZE1E900241 Green Car 2015 N 

24 Gatayl, Kishoreganj YDJBK042069 Dowedo 2017 Y 

25 Gatayl, Kishoreganj LXBHDW/S1C/014213 Borac Super 2017 N 

26 Gatayl, Kishoreganj YDMAL000102 Dowedo 2017 Y 

27 Gatayl, Kishoreganj YDSR112017408 Dowedo 2017 Y 

28 Gatayl, Kishoreganj N/A Borac Super 2015 Y 

29 Gatayl, Kishoreganj N\A BORAC 2014 N 

30 Gatayl, Kishoreganj N\A XING BANG 2016 N 



 

 

Si 

No 
Address Body No Manufacture Name 

Year of 

Purchase 

New 

(Y/N) 

31 Gatayl, Kishoreganj YL4Y8JE1E1E1X7488 XING BANG 2017 Y 

32 Gatayl, Kishoreganj 8ZE3E9032973 BORAC 2017 Y 

33 Gatayl, Kishoreganj N\A BORAC 2018 Y 

34 Gatayl, Kishoreganj N\A BORAC 2016 N 

35 
Jailkhana 

Mor,Kishorgonj 
EMY04792 DOWEDO 2017 Y 

36 
Jailkhana 

Mor,Kishorgonj 
YDSSDD731 BORAC SUPER 2015 Y 

37 
Jailkhana 

Mor,Kishorgonj 
LYL418ZETE30161105 XING BANG 2016 Y 

38 Jamtola,Kishorgonj YDMAL 0001056 DOWEDO 2016 Y 

39 Jamtola,Kishorgonj YDMAR12018420 DOWEDO 2017 N 

40 Jamtola,Kishorgonj N\A BORAC 2015 Y 

47 Kolapara, Kishoreganj N/A Borac Super 2015 Y 

48 Kolapara, Kishoreganj N/A Borac Super 2016 N 

49 Kolapara, Kishoreganj N/A Borac Super 2018 N 

50 Kolapara, Kishoreganj LYL4Y8E1E9001287 Xing Bang 2016 Y 

66 Nikoli, Kishoreganj N/A Borac Super 2015 Y 

67 Nikoli, Kishoreganj LYL4Y8E1E9061325 Xing Bang 2017 Y 

68 Nikoli, Kishoreganj N/A Borac Super 2016 Y 

69 Nikoli, Kishoreganj LYL4Y8E1E90201911 Xing Bang 2017 Y 

70 
Nilganj Mor, 

Kishoreganj 
N/A Borac Super 2016 Y 

80 
Shikkhapolli, 

Kishoreganj 
MBYYM118324 Borac Super 2016 Y 

81 
Shikkhapolli, 

Kishoreganj 
8ZE4Y8ZE1E903621 Xing Bang 2017 Y 

82 
Shikkhapolli, 

Kishoreganj 
LXBDWZS1CA012706 Xing Bang 2014 Y 

83 
Shikkhapolli, 

Kishoreganj 
YDZBK042069 Dowedo 2017 Y 

84 
Shikkhapolli, 

Kishoreganj 
ZE3E9032973 Xing Bang 2017 Y 



 

 

Si 

No 
Address Body No Manufacture Name 

Year of 

Purchase 

New 

(Y/N) 

85 
Shikkhapolli, 

Kishoreganj 
LYL4Y8ZE3E9034106 Xing Bang 2017 Y 

86 
Shikkhapolli, 

Kishoreganj 
XBDS2018178045 Borac Super 2018 Y 

87 
Shikkhapolli, 

Kishoreganj 
N/A Borac Super 2018 Y 

88 
Shikkhapolli, 

Kishoreganj 
YDSA011009 Dowedo 2018 Y 

89 Sikhokpolli,Kishorgonj YDKR048012 BORAC POWER 2018 Y 

90 Sikhokpolli,Kishorgonj CA010930 Xingbang 2015 Y 

41 Khulna YEFT049312 Fresh 2013 N 

42 Khulna MBZ26138 Dowedo 2010 N 

43 Khulna YETS25820 Fresh 2017 Y 

44 Khulna N\A Power Plus 2017 Y 

45 Khulna N\A Senakolyan 2014 Y 

46 Khulna N\A Fresh 2017 Y 

79 Shibbari Mor , Khulna IDTI40508035 Yuandi 2018 N 

51 Kustia N/A Anis Auto 2016 Y 

52 Kustia N/A Kumarkhali Traders 2017 N 

53 Kustia N/A Rubel Auto 2016 N 

54 Kustia N/A Anis Auto 2016 Y 

55 Kustia N/A A.R.Motors 2017 Y 

56 Kustia N/A Anis Auto 2016 Y 

57 Kustia N/A Rashid Auto 2017 Y 

58 Kustia N/A Anis Auto 2017 Y 

59 Kustia N/A Anis Auto 2017 Y 

60 Kustia N/A N/A 2018 N 

61 Kustia DHMT-018389 Momin Motors 2017 Y 

62 Kustia N/A Shamim Motors 2017 Y 

63 Kustia N/A Abdul Motors 2017 Y 

64 Kustia YDKD2017040708 Abdul Motors 2017 Y 

65 Kustia N/A Sujon Auto 2017 Y 

71 Rajshahi N\A N/A 2018 Y 



 

 

Si 

No 
Address Body No Manufacture Name 

Year of 

Purchase 

New 

(Y/N) 

72 Rajshahi N\A Xing Bang 2016 Y 

73 Rajshahi N\A N/A N/A Y 

74 Rajshahi N\A N/A 2017 N 

75 Rajshahi N\A N/A 2014 N 

76 Rajshahi N\A N/A 2016 N 

77 Rajshahi N\A Yuandi 2017 Y 

78 Rajshahi N\A Xingbang 2013 N 

 

 

  



 

 

Si 

No 

Battery 

Replacement 

Cost (BDT) 

Battery Manufacture 

Name 

How long 

Generally Battery 

last (months) 

Battery 

No 

Battery 

Volt (V) 

1 N/A Mars 12 5 60 

2 53000 Hengly 12 5 60 

3 N/A Power Max 12 5 60 

4 54000 Power Max 14 5 60 

5 N/A Hengly 12 5 60 

6 52000 New Power 12 5 60 

7 53000 H Power 12 5 60 

8 N/A Hengly 12 5 60 

9 55000 Rocket 12 5 60 

10 N/A Hengly 16 5 60 

11 53000 Hengly 12 5 60 

12 54000 Gaston 12 5 60 

13 N/A H Power 12 5 60 

14 55000 JT Plus 12 5 60 

15 N/A Dowedo 12 5 60 

16 56000 Mars 10 5 60 

17 53000 H Power 12 5 60 

18 52000 Xingli 10 5 60 

19 N/A Number One 12 5 60 

20 56000 Mars 12 5 60 

21 52000 Hengly 10 5 60 

22 53000 Gaston 12 5 60 

23 55000 Cruiser 12 5 60 

24 N/A H Power 8 5 60 

25 53000 Hengly 12 5 60 

26 N/A Dowedo 12 5 60 

27 54000 Hengly 6 5 60 

28 N/A 
Hengly, Borac and 

Rocket 
10 5 60 

29 52000 HENGLI 12 5 60 

30 55000 JLP 10 5 60 

31 N\A HENGLI 12 5 60 



 

 

Si 

No 

Battery 

Replacement 

Cost (BDT) 

Battery Manufacture 

Name 

How long 

Generally Battery 

last (months) 

Battery 

No 

Battery 

Volt (V) 

32 N\A Power Max 12 5 60 

33 60000 BORAC Super 9 5 60 

34 56000 Sun Power 11 5 60 

35 53000 GASTON 12 5 60 

36 56000 GASTON 12 5 60 

37 53500 GASTON 12 5 60 

38 54000 MARS 12 5 60 

39 21500 H.Power ,Hengly 12 5 60 

40 56000 MARS 12 5 60 

47 52000 Hengly 12 5 60 

48 54000 Gaston 12 5 60 

49 N/A Hengly 12 5 60 

50 55000 H Power 12 5 60 

66 53000 Hengly 12 5 60 

67 56000 Mars 12 5 60 

68 55000 Power Max 12 5 60 

69 N/A H Power 12 5 60 

70 55000 New Power 12 5 60 

80 53000 Hengly 10 5 60 

81 N/A Power Max 10 5 60 

82 53000 Hengly 10 5 60 

83 N/A H Power 12 5 60 

84 N/A Power Max 12 5 60 

85 N/A Power Max 10 5 60 

86 N/A Power Max 10 5 60 

87 N/A Power Max 10 5 60 

88 N/A Sunpower 12 5 60 

89 N\A Power Max 10 5 60 

90 53000 HENGLI 10 5 60 

41 49500 Fresh 22 5 60 

42 56000 SF 10 5 60 

43 53500 BFine 22 5 60 



 

 

Si 

No 

Battery 

Replacement 

Cost (BDT) 

Battery Manufacture 

Name 

How long 

Generally Battery 

last (months) 

Battery 

No 

Battery 

Volt (V) 

44 52000 Power Plus 8 5 60 

45 53000 Stand Sun 12 5 60 

46 N\A Power Plus N\A 5 60 

79 N/A Power Plus N\A 5 60 

51 55000 Chayna 12 5 60 

52 55000 Chayna 18 5 60 

53 52000 Chayna 20 5 60 

54 55000 Chayna 12 5 60 

55 50000 Chayna 12 5 60 

56 55000 Homko 12 5 60 

57 55000 Chayna N\A 5 60 

58 55000 Chayna N\A 5 60 

59 55000 Chayna 9 5 60 

60 55000 Chayna 12 5 60 

61 N/A Chayna N\A 5 60 

62 N/A Chayna N\A 5 60 

63 N/A Chayna N\A 5 60 

64 N/A Chayna N\A 5 60 

65 N/A Chayna N\A 5 60 

71 N\A N\A N\A 5 60 

72 N\A N\A N\A 5 60 

73 N\A N\A 15 5 60 

74 N\A 
King Power Eagle , 

Jiangu 
3 5 60 

75 60000 N\A 10 5 60 

76 56000 Chinese 6 5 60 

77 50000-57000 Doydo N\A 5 60 

78 52000 N\A 12 N\A N\A 

 

  



 

 

Si 

No 

How long it 

runs after full 

charging (km) 

Battery water 

requirement 

in days 

What is used as 

Battery water? 
Comments 

1 100 5 litres (7 days) Volvo Water 
 

2 120 5 litres (7 days) Volvo Water 
 

3 120 5 litres (7 days) Super Water 
 

4 110 
5 litres (12 

days) 
Super Water 

 

5 80 When Needed Tap Water 
 

6 100 5 litres (5 days) Super Water 
Battery replaced after 2 months 

since one battery broke down. 

7 120 5 litres (7 days) Volvo Water 
 

8 100 
5 litres (15 

days) 
Volvo Water 

 

9 100 
5 litres (15 

days) 
Super Water Body was changed. 

10 70 5 litres (7 days) Tap Water 
 

11 110 
5 litres (10 

days) 
Volvo Water 

 

12 110 5 litres (7 days) Volvo Water 
 

13 130 5 litres (7 days) Volvo Water 
 

14 100 5 litres (7 days) Amena DM Water 
 

15 130 5 litres (7 days) Volvo Water 
 

16 120 5 litres (7 days) Amena DM Water 
 

17 130 
5 litres (10 

days) 
Rahimafroz Water 

 

18 60 5 litres (7 days) 
Super Water / 

Amena DM Water 

Battery is not able to supply for 

a good number of days. 

19 90 5 litres (7 days) Amena DM Water 
 

20 110 5 litres (7 days) Volvo Water Plus 
 

21 80 
5 litres (15 

days) 
Amena DM Water 

 

22 120 
5 litres (10 

days) 

Volvo Water / 

Amena DM Water  

23 70 5 litres (7 days) Rain Water 
 



 

 

Si 

No 

How long it 

runs after full 

charging (km) 

Battery water 

requirement 

in days 

What is used as 

Battery water? 
Comments 

24 100 5 litres (7 days) Volvo Water 
2 H Power battery degraded after 

4 months. 

25 130 5 litres (7 days) Amena DM Water 
 

26 120 5 litres (7 days) Pond Water 
 

27 100 5 litres (8 days) Volvo Water 
 

28 80 5 litres (7 days) Tap Water All batteries in the car are old. 

29 90 5litres (7 days) MM Super 
 

30 80 5litres (7 days) Amena DM Water 
 

31 100 5litres (7 days) Volvo Water 
 

32 100 5litres (5days) Supply Water 
 

33 130 
5litres (30 

days) 
Supply Water 

 

34 120 
5litres (15 

days) 
Amena DM Water 

 

35 150 
5litres (15 

days) 
Amena DM Water 

 

36 120 5litres (7 days) Amena DM Water 
 

37 130 5litres (7 days) DM Super 
 

38 110 
5litres (10 

days) 
Volvo Water 

 

39 120 5litres (7 days) Volvo Water 
 

40 130 5litres (7 days) Volvo Water 
 

47 110 5 litres (7 days) Volvo Water 
 

48 100 
5 litres (10 

days) 
Volvo Water 

 

49 80 
5 litres (15 

days) 
Tap Water 

 

50 120 5 litres (7 days) Super Water 
 

66 100 5 litres (7 days) Super Water 
 

67 120 
5 litres (15 

days) 
Super Water 

 

68 100 5 litres (10 Volvo Water 
 



 

 

Si 

No 

How long it 

runs after full 

charging (km) 

Battery water 

requirement 

in days 

What is used as 

Battery water? 
Comments 

days) 

69 80 
5 litres (15 

days) 
Pond Water 

 

70 90 5 litres (7 days) Volvo Water 
 

80 100 5 litres (7 days) Amena DM Water 
 

81 115 5 litres (7 days) Amena DM Water 
 

82 120 5 litres (7 days) Amena DM Water 
 

83 100 
5 litres (10 

days) 
Volvo Water 

 

84 90 5 litres (7 days) Amena DM Water 
 

85 100 5 litres (5 days) Amena DM Water 

First 6 months: (range) 130km - 

140km; Next 4 months: (range) 

70km -80km 

86 120 5 litres (7 days) Amena DM Water 
 

87 80 5 litres (7 days) Amena DM Water 
 

88 150 
5 litres (12 

days) 
Amena DM Water 

 

89 120 
5litres (10 

days) 
Amena DM Water 

Battery got damaged after 10 

days of buying 

90 100 5litres (7 days) Amena DM Water 
 

41 120 
5litres (15 

days) 
Hemko 

 

42 120 5litres (3 days) SF 
 

43 120 
5litres (10 

days) 
Hemko 

 

44 130 
5litres (15-30 

days) 
Hemko 

 

45 140 
5litres (20-25 

days) 
Hemko 

 

46 130 
5litres (15 

days) 
SF 

 

79 90 5litres (20 Hemko 
 



 

 

Si 

No 

How long it 

runs after full 

charging (km) 

Battery water 

requirement 

in days 

What is used as 

Battery water? 
Comments 

days) 

51 120 
5 litres (10 

days) 
Filter Water 

 

52 120 
5 litres (12 

days) 
Filter Water 

 

53 120 
5litres (15 

days) 
Filter Water 

 

54 120 
5 litres (10 

days) 
Filter Water 

 

55 120 5 litres (7 days) Filter Water 
 

56 120 
5 litres (12 

days) 
Filter Water 

 

57 100 
5litres (10 

days) 
Filter Water 

 

58 100 
5litres (15 

days) 
Filter Water 

 

59 100 
5litres (12 

days) 
Filter Water 

 

60 100 
5litres (10 

days) 
Filter Water 

 

61 160 
5litres (15 

days) 
Filter Water 

 

62 150 
5litres (15 

days) 
Filter Water 

 

63 200 
5litres (15 

days) 
Filter Water 

 

64 120 
5litres (15 

days) 
Rain Water 

 

65 150 
5litres (20 

days) 
Filter Water 

 

71 140 5litres (8 days) Distilled Water 
 

72 100 5litres (12 Distilled Water 
 



 

 

Si 

No 

How long it 

runs after full 

charging (km) 

Battery water 

requirement 

in days 

What is used as 

Battery water? 
Comments 

days) 

73 100 5 litres (7 days) Pond Water 
 

74 80 
5 litres (14 

days) 
Distilled Water 

 

75 120 5 litres (7 days) Distilled Water 
 

76 150 5 litres (7 days) Distilled Water 
 

77 100 5 litres (7 days) Distilled Water 
 

78 60 
5 litres (15 

days) 
Rain Water 
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